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Jesus the Jew – A Political and Spiritual reading of the Beatitudes  
 

Sermon Kerry Jacobs Wesley Uniting 2 02 2014 
 

In Matthew 5 vs 1-12 we hear the words of Jesus that blessed are the poor, the meek, those who hunger 
and thirst for righteousness, the merciful, the peacemakers, the pure in heart and those who are 
persecuted because of righteousness. 
 

For me the most difficult aspect of these verses is the voice in my head that says “I do not feel very 
blessed when I am poor, hungry, thirsty (be it spiritual or physical) or indeed when I am persecuted” 
Yet these verses combine both a deep spiritual insight and a profound political statement which is often 
missed by a modern Christian readership.  What is it that Jesus actually meant? 
 

The beatitudes as a political statement 
So let’s put the beatitudes in their political context…  
 

It is clear that Jesus and his followers had managed to annoy pretty much everyone in the religious and 
political leadership to the point that there was a widespread agreement that things would be better off if 
this Jesus person was dead.   
 

However, Jesus has managed to particularly annoy one group.  Most of Jesus criticism of the position of 
the religious authorities, and most particularly the Pharisees, related to the teaching and practices of the 
school of the Rabbai Shammai (bet Shammai) which was in almost total control of the religious and 
Jewish legal institutions as the time of Jesus (around 30AD).   The conflict between the school of Shammai 
and the other major school – the school of Rabbai Hillel (bet Hillel) had grown to the point that the 
followers of Shammai (aided by the dagger-men of the Zealots) had killed many of the followers of Hillel.  
This happened in the home of high Priest and leading Zealot - Eleazer ben Annas – who son of the High 
Priest Annas and the brother in law of Caiaphas (of the crucifixion fame).    
What was left of the school of Hillel school left Jerusalem rather rapidly with many settling in Galilee or 
joined with the Essen communities.  This happened maybe ten to fifteen years before the public ministry 
of Jesus. 
 

Therefore, Jerusalem generally and the temple specifically were a mortally dangerous place for anyone 
espousing elements of the Bet Hillel teaching – most particularly the teaching that salvation and a place in 
the kingdom to come was not just limited to those who followed the full law of Moses but was also 
available to gentiles and foreigners who obeyed the laws of Noah – to honour God, don’t kill, don’t lie, 
don’t be sexually immoral, don’t be cruel to animals and have a decent legal system.   
 

Clearly the integrity of the legal system poses a challenge for every generation – not just for us! 
Therefore one reading of the Beatitudes can be seen as speaking to this social and political context.  
Shammai (and his followers) was known for being wealthy and arrogant.  Blessed are the poor can be 
seen as a prophetic statement of their ultimate downfall (in the sense that the bigger the are- the harder 
the fall).  Also blessed are the meek can be seen as an endorsement of the more humble position adopted 
by Hillel.  Those who morn can be seen as a direct reference to the followers who were murdered, along 
with the reference to ‘’the prophets ’’ (which was how the murdered   Hillel disciples were described).   
Blessed are the peacemakers  - Hillel was known as a peacemaker while Shammai had a bad temper. Hillel 
said "be one of the disciples of Aaron, who loved peace, and followed after it; he loved men, and brought 
them to the law”. 
 

From a Jewish perspective pure in heart would have immediately brought to mind questions of ritual 
purity which involved washing and food purity.  Following the murder of the followers of Hillel, the school 
of  Shammai were able to ram through what was called the eighteen ordinances which enforced physical 
separation between the Jews and their gentile neighbours – which included all commerce and buying any 
food or drink prepared by non-Jews.  Therefore the point Jesus was making was purity was primarily 
purity of heart, rather than purity of separation.  The notion of purity of heart could also be seen as a 
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reference to the ‘’Essenes’’ which was a Greek version of the word – Hasid – or Hassidim (meaning the 
pious) and who focused on poverty, peace and simplicity and sought to follow the spirit rather than the 
letter of the law. 
 

In a sense Jesus words present a challenge many to those within the church who have followed the path 
of wealth, power, arrogance, intolerance and exclusion.  If we are to truly be followers of Jesus, the 
beatitudes clearly establish how we travel that journey – a path of simplicity, humility, peace and mercy. 
 

However, there is also a second reading – which connects with Beatitudes with the reflective tradition 
which was present within the Essen community and has much in common with Jesus own practice of 
reflective prayer.  While the Beatitudes are a political statement they are also a profound spiritual insight 
which speaks to each of us today. 
 

The Reflective beatitudes 
The beatitudes offer a road-map to the reflective or contemplative tradition found within Christianity 
(and Judaism for that matter).  We must start with our own poverty.  If we are poor in spirit we recognise 
our poverty – we come to God within nothing but our open hands. 
The German Mystic Meister Eckhart put it like this – before we can find God – first we must lose him.  It is 
only in stillness and emptiness of poverty of spirit that we can encounter the living God. 
However, as evident in the 1 Corinthians reading – encounter with God is not an intellectual or 
philosophical process.  Not sign or knowledge – but encounter.  One of the Jewish teachings is that listing 
to the voice of God is also required for life in the world to come.  And through meekness we recognise 
that our illusion of control is only an illusion.   
 

Take a moment now to reflect - what gets in my way – how is it that I need to become poor and ignorant? 
 

Those who morn recognised their loss.  Jesus and his disciples morned as they had lost many of their 
friends.  However, in recognition of their loss they were able to experience comfort.  It is only in our 
absence and loss that we can be open to God.  Our fullness and plenty have no room for her. 
Do we bring our loss and suffering to God?  Do we experience her comfort?  If not – why? 
Merciful peacemakers.  How can we experience God’s mercy and peace unless we share this same mercy 
and peace with those around us?  We experience mercy as we show mercy to others and by making 
peace we embody God in the world. And those who long for righteousness are those who long for God.  It 
is the longing for union with God which is the true mark of those who belong to her. 
Then when we suffer, struggle or experience persecution, let us be doing good and following this path.  
The truth is that will always be suffering and difficulties – but much of this is because things do not 
happen the way we expect or want.  The point is that it not our agenda but Gods – as we pray – your 
Kingdom come your will be done. 
 

Reflecting on these verses - a message of punishment, intolerance and division is totally opposed to the 
message and practices of Jesus.  If we are to be his followers is this world or the next we need to let go of 
our security, understanding and comfort be prepared to follow a teacher who call us to move beyond our 
own ego. 
 

God we ask that you will give us the grace to be poor and to be meek, letting go of our cleverness, our 
certainty and our control and experiencing your presence.   
 

While we do not like to grieve and suffer, we acknowledge that in these times we often have the more 
profound experience of your love and presence.  Therefore we welcome these things as they draw us closer 
to you. 
 

We ask that you give us the strength to share your love and mercy and peace with those around us, 
treating others with tolerance and compassion and not with arrogance and pride. 
 

Amen. 


